
The next important step: 

Our love of nature rings hollow 

 if we stop  

with wonder and contemplation , 

but  ignore the dumping of toxic waste in    

vulnerable communities, 

continue  the  devastation  of the rain forests, 

the polluting of the oceans. 

Ecological conversion may prove to be one of 

those costly graces ,demanding                    

difficult changes in us.   
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What small step could you take to bring about 

change in your own life, in your neighbourhood, 

workplace, among your friends?   

Start today! 
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Pope  Francis ‘ encyclical  

LAUDATO SI - 

CARING FOR OUR COMMON HOME 

begins with his VISION: 

 

“Our common home  is like a sister 
with whom  we share our life, and a 

beautiful mother who opens her 
arms to embrace us …” 



CREATE A NEW HEART IN US, OH GOD! 
                                   BEGIN WITH WONDER 

Spirituality begins with WONDER—the experience that reveals the 

sacred depth in  ordinary things. 

Wonder makes it impossible to see creation primarily as a commodity          

to  be bought and sold .We learn to see it as a  sacrament of the        

Divine, a holy reality.  

                                          We cannot induce wonder.                                                    

It arises spontaneously within us as we pay attention to the world  

around us.  We are pulled out of ourselves into the divine mystery and                     

amazing  abundance. 

Our gratitude and love for the universe deepen                                                                          

and we pray with  the psalmist: 

“In wisdom you have made them all. The earth is full of                        

your  creatures.”Ps104 

          Wonder moves us towards openness and connection . 

Through wonder we come to appreciate the intrinsic value of                   

each aspect of the cosmos and every human person. 

The mystery of existence itself— not the usefulness of this 

or that—   becomes the focus of our interest .  

 

   READ THE BOOK OF NATURE 

                CRY! 
From the dream-filled  land 

   Cry! 

What shall I cry? 

That all earth  is sacred ground, 

the dwelling- place of God. 

 

From the rushing wave, 

   Cry! 

What shall I cry? 

That earth  is drenched with mystery 

dancing over the face of the deep. 

 

From the restless wind, 

   Cry! 

What shall I cry? 

That the Spirit rushes through the one 

 placed  in her path. 

 

From the burning flame, 

   Cry! 

What shall I cry? 

That creation is ablaze with the holy; 

To see is to be consumed.         (Source unknown 

Listen to the Prophetic voices: 

Thomas Berry: Our planet can be saved  only if we are   convinced 

of the sacredness of creation. 

Pope Francis: When we approach nature without wonder , we 

bring the stance of a master and consumer and end up exploiting 

the environment. 

Laudato Si reminds us that following Jesus means  being 

closely attuned  to the natural world . 

Get in touch with  a time you were moved by wonder….. 

Did you have a sense of  “oneness “between yourself and creation? 


